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Thank You for signing up for my very
first newsletter.

I am very excited to be doing this and although I am sure there will be some
growing pains and some bumps in the road, I am very hopeful that this will become
something that you look forward to each month.

Although most of you know me as a Strength and Conditioning Coach for some of today’s

top professional and Olympic athletes, my first profession was actually teaching.

I always wanted to be a teacher. Both my mother and my father were teachers and my

older brother is a principal! I graduated from teachers college in 1997 and had every

intention of following in their footsteps, but then I stumbled into this profession and never

looked back. I truly love what I do for a living and I believe that it is my calling.

It has been a long road, and there have been many highs and lows, both personally and

professionally, that have shaped me into the person that I am today. I have travelled a lot,

met with and worked with some incredible people and those experiences have given me

some unique insights into health and performance. I am very proud of the success that I

have achieved. The one drawback to this success is that it leaves me with very little free

time to answer questions from young aspiring coaches or from people who would not

normally have access to my coaching in the traditional sense. I would like to be able to

interact with more people and to share my knowledge and my experiences with others but

it just becomes physically impossible to do so….until now!

This newsletter is for you! This is your opportunity to see what’s on my mind each

month and to get a taste of the kind of information that I normally only share with my

private clients. It is your opportunity to ask me questions and possibly have the answer

featured in an upcoming edition of “Nichols Five Cents’.

I am the first to admit that I am not a very “Tech-Savvy” guy so bear with me as I learn

how to do this stuff. I am certain the newsletter will get fancier as the months go on and I
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learn how to incorporate pictures and videos and come up with some new graphic ideas.

In the meantime, please feel free to give me your feedback – the newsletter will only be as

good as you demand it to be!!

This first newsletter will deal with a nutrition question that I get asked A LOT … “Should I

be following a Gluten-Free diet”. It is an excellent question and a complex one. I am

dividing this newsletter up into two sections. Section One will explain a little more about

gluten itself - what it is and why it could potentially be bad. Section Two will discuss how

to determine if you need to eliminate gluten from your diet and what the implications of

that can be.

I am truly honored that you have chosen to take the time to read this, and I hope you find

it helpful.

Yours in Strength, Matt Nichol

“Imagine a shark….are you terrified yet? No? Well you will be when I tell you that THE

SHARK IS MADE OF GLUTEN!” - Rob Delaney (Comedian)
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Q: “Hey Matt. I have heard a lot about people eating gluten-free lately. One of my

teammates went gluten free this summer and he said it really helped him lose weight. Is

this something you would recommend?” Professional Athlete. (Name withheld)

A: This is probably one of the more common questions that I am asked lately with regards

to nutrition so I thought that it would be an appropriate choice for my first “ASK MATT”

section of my newsletter.

The Truth About
Living Gluten-Free
Eating gluten-free is certainly a

hot topic. I would not be

exaggerating if I estimated that I

get asked about this every other

day lately. Similar to the

increasing prevalence of eating

Organic over the last decade, it

seems that the topic of a Gluten-

Free diet has gone from private

conversations in the naturopaths

office to popular culture

overnight. Many so-called

“experts” are promoting a gluten-

free diet for a variety of reasons

and many of them tout this as a

panacea to fix all ills.

For some people it is being

explored as a means to help

lose weight while for others it is

to address more serious health

concerns. Either way, it is

important for everyone to have

an understanding about what

exactly gluten is and what the

What the F*%#k is Gluten
Anyway?
Gluten is a mixture of proteins (primarily gliadin and

glutelin) found in varying amounts in ALL

commercially available grains. Different grains have

different amounts of gluten and most importantly

varying amounts of gliadin. Gluten is also added to

a vast number of soups and sauces (tomato sauce,

salad dressing, soy sauce, etc) as a thickening

agent to improve their texture and taste profile.

Some examples of grains that can NOT be eaten by

anyone with gluten intolerance

are: Wheat, Spelt, Barley, Rye, Kamut

Some examples of grains which are SAFE for those

with gluten intolerance are: Rice (specifically brown

and wild), Quinoa, Corn, Millet, Buckwheat
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implications of eating it might be

for someone who can’t tolerate it

in their diet.

What about Oatmeal?
Oats are normally considered to be free of gluten. However, people who have diagnosed

allergies to wheat or gluten should probably avoid Oats as well due to concerns about

their processing methods and the possibility of cross-contamination in processing

facilities.

Stay Tuned!
In the second part of this newsletter which you will receive next week I will discuss further

the implications of consuming gluten in your diet and share with you the simple rules that I

use with my clients

Due to the length of this article I decided to break it up into two parts. You will receive the

next episode of the “Nichols Five Cents “ newsletter Jan 1st and again the first week of

each month. REMEMBER….The content of these newsletters is dictated by you…Have

you got a topic that you want me to talk about? Let me know! The best and most frequent

questions will get discussed…along with whatever the heck else I feel like talking about

that month!
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